Junk
Hippy

Established 2012

One of Country Living Magazine’s
“7 Flea Markets & Barn Sales You
Won’t Want to Miss”

Social
Facebook – 117,000 followers
Pinterest – 5,700 followers
Instagram – 3,700 followers
Twitter – 1,660 followers
Junkhippy.com
4,000 views per month and growing

News Coverage
Junk Hippy has been featured on numerous morning shows, news segments and
print.






















Rise and Shine - Freedom 43, Oklahoma City
News 9, Oklahoma City
KFOR, Oklahoma City
Fox 25, Oklahoma City
KSBI, Oklahoma City
Oklahoma Gazette
El Reno Tribune
Daily Oklahoman
Currentland
Houston Chronicle
Fort Bend Herald
KPRC, Houston
Fox 26, Houston
Community Impact, Houston
Houston Press
KAMR, NBC4, Amarillo
KFDA, NewsChannel 10, Amarillo
Amarillo Globe-News
KVII, ABC 7, Amarillo
The Baylor Lariat, Waco
Waco Weekly

Where it all started
Junk Hippy was created officially in March of 2012. Owner Kristen Grandi had a vintage furniture and junk business in
Oklahoma City called Gypsy Green and knew she needed the right place to sell her goods. With nothing in the area that fit
her vintage vibe, she and her husband Shawn took a leap and created Junk Hippy. The first event, in June 2012, sold out all
vendor spaces in just a couple months and had over 3,000 in attendance. She knew then it was something special….it was
something authentic, unique, and she knew she wasn’t alone in her need for vintage and all things junky. Since then, Junk
Hippy has grown to holding sell-out events all over Oklahoma and Texas, and was named by Country Living Magazine as one
of their “7 Flea Markets and Barn Sales You Won’t Want to Miss”.
Junk Hippy is very much a family based business. It is not a franchise or a chain. Kristen and Shawn work every Junk
Hippy event together, along with their kids, parents and grandparents. Junk Hippy has had a grassroots set of values
from the beginning, starting the business and operating to this day with no use of business loans, sponsors, investors or
even a credit card. The vendor family has grown to a large group of kindred spirits, and several of them travel to every
show together. The atmosphere is one of the most important things at a Junk Hippy show, and the phrase “be nice or
leave” is actually in the vendor contract.
Junk Hippy has created a community over the years, and has given a home to those artists, crafters, junkers, vintage
souls and DIY enthusiasts. To this day, Junk Hippy does not allow any direct marketing companies or party-based product
into their events, and any clothing or boutique items are very limited to stay true to the vintage vibe. Despite the increase
in vintage and junk shows recently, Junk Hippy remains the authority on vintage….always working to be original, to
improve their events, and can adapt and evolve as changes are needed. One of these changes was making the move from
the “home base” of the Junk Hippy shows for four years, the State Fair Park in Oklahoma City. This change proved
successful as the Junk Hippy family moved their largest event just outside the metro to Kristen’s hometown of El Reno,
Oklahoma in April, 2016. This event held record attendance, and is now scheduled there bi-annually. The April event took
on a festival vibe as an outdoor show, with several local food trucks, and included red dirt musician Stoney LaRue live in
concert.
Now in their fifth year, Junk Hippy is still evolving and growing. New vendors are always signing on, joining the “Junk
Hippy Family”. New venues, and new experiences are in the works. When you are a part of Junk Hippy, you are treated as
family. You are encouraged to grow your business, and you are celebrated when you accomplish your goals or sell out at
a show and leave with an empty trailer. Several vendors have chosen Junk Hippy as their first show ever, to launch their
business and continue to be a part of the shows.
You can join Junk Hippy as a vendor anytime, just apply online at www.junkhippyvendors.com

Deena Reherman, Owner of The Funky Trunk - Vendor since 2012
“I feel so blessed to be a vendor with Junk Hippy! The owners and staff are amazing and work so hard for us. I've made life-long friends with many of the other vendors,
and I love how customers travel from miles and miles to come shop. When you're a part of the JH family, you know you're a part of something very special!”

Laura Callaham, Owner of Vintage Joy – Vendor since 2013
I was introduced to the Junk Hippy family 3 years ago. They gave me a chance to start a business that was once only a dream! I have traveled all over Oklahoma & Texas
with this crew! They are the nicest, hardest working people you will ever meet! They truly care about your business as a vendor & not just their profit! The Junk Hippy name
is more than a business-it's family! Setting up for a show is like a family reunion! So much FUN!

Quitta Allen, Owner of All Shabbed Out – Vendor since 2014
Well where do I begin? Two years ago I discovered this phenomenal vintage show along with a beautiful family business taking her vintage business to the next level from
selling junk to building one the best traveling vintage roadshows around. No one can duplicate its charm and class. This family is the example of the American Dream. I'm
lucky to be a vendor and friend of the Junk Hippy family.

Stephanie Walton, Owner of Empty Bottles and Their Jewels – Vendor since 2013
Kristen Grandi, and her Junk Hunk Shawn, are amazing coordinators of one of the most fun shows I have ever been a part of. For me, my experience started with a simple
post on a face book page for a contest, sharing my recycled wine bottle creations.... “upcycled and repurposed” she called them! “Of course! We’d love to have you!” It
would be for their first Rosenberg show. Little did I know that that one show would connect me not only to them as friends, but to others who shared the same visions and
dreams I did. As a teacher, I appreciated the fact that set up for the shows was the night before AND that I could come AFTER school released in order to set up. When we
arrive, no matter what time it is, we are greeted with a little bit of George Strait on the radio and a smile and a hug. You just don’t get that from any other show or their
coordinators. You are not just a vendor, but they know you by name and exactly what it is that you sell. Not just a company name, a Facebook profile photo, or a phone
number. I have participated in several Junk Hippy shows in Rosenberg and Waller County at their Texas shows. And, even when the shows have our “Texas heat a’blazin”, it
doesn’t dull their smiles or willingness to do whatever it takes to keep their vendors content. Junk Hippy vendors all have their own unique styles and personalities which
makes shoppers come from near and far to visit and purchase. We always hear from the customers “ya gotta come early to get the good stuff!” and it’s true. Lines form
hours before opening—like a rock concert or a chance to buy the newest craze in tennis shoes! We, as vendors, feel that excitement and feel like Rock Stars—rock stars
who always leave with considerably less than what we started with! You can’t beat all that Junk Hippy has to offer. Simply one of the best!

Jamie Quiroz, Owner at Lola's – Vendor since 2012
Four years ago, I was crazy blessed that my path crossed w/Junk Hippy.
This family {owned and operated} business genuinely cares about us vendors and our small businesses. We are not just another dollar to them - we are like family. I've
traveled all over Oklahoma and Texas w/Junk Hippy and honestly I'd follow them anywhere.
To be part of this earth movin', soul shakin', wild band of {{old}} gypsy souls is crazy beautiful.

